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DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY 

Undergraduate Course Descriptions – Spring 2022 
 
Below you will find descriptions for some exciting courses which we are offering in the Spring 2022 
semester. Please refer to the course catalog for a complete list of History course descriptions. Carefully 
read the descriptions below to discover courses which are interesting to you and relevant for your 
degree. 
 
An important note regarding HIST497: History Research Seminar and HIST498: History Reading 
Seminar 

These seminars are a type of culminating experience for history majors.  All history students must 
take HIST497 (Research Seminar) and HIST498 (Reading Seminar).  We strongly encourage you to 
take these classes in different semesters.  The seminars are capped at 15 students.  They allow you 
to delve deeply into a reading topic (498) or to conduct primary source research (497).  The 
seminars also provide wonderful opportunities to create and experience intellectual communities 
in the classroom (actual or virtual).    

In the past, we have asked students to contact faculty to request permission numbers to add both 
HIST497 and 498.  We found that this approach created a lot of confusion and invariably graduating 
seniors who needed the classes were caught without a permission number.  As a result, we are 
trying a new approach.  

The History Department will not require faculty permission numbers to add HIST497/498 in 
Spring 2022.  Instead, all sections of 497/498 will be reserved for graduating seniors, that is, 
students with “senior”-level status.  If you are a graduating senior, please enroll in the class of 
your choice as early as possible.    

Beginning Tuesday, December 14, 2021, students with Junior status may contact faculty to inquire 
about open seats and permission numbers. 

Please note that if you failed HIST497/498 and must retake it, you should contact the History 
Department office immediately – ideally before the start of enrollment.  For these emergency 
situations, the department will be able to provide a permission number to ensure that you get the 
seminar you need to substitute for the failed seminar so you can graduate. 
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HIST 497B (3769) PROSEMINAR: “HOMELESS CALIFORNIA” 
Dr. Joshua Sides    |    R 1600-1845    |    SH279    

California has more homeless people than any other state in the United States, by a longshot. In this 
course, students will learn why this is, explore the long history of the problem, and understand the 
myriad solutions proposed over time. 

HIST 497C (3770) PROSEMINAR: TOPIC TBA   
INSTRUCTOR TBA    |    M 1600-1845    |    SH268 

Course topic and instructor will be emailed to all History students as soon as they are available. 

HIST 498C (3312) TUTORIAL IN HIST: TOPIC TBA   
INSTRUCTOR TBA    |    F 0930-1215    |    SH288 

Course topic and instructor will be emailed to all History students as soon as they are available. 

HIST 498C (3681) TUTORIAL IN HIST: “WAR, FREEDOM, RAGE, LOVE, SEX, AND PSYCHEDELIA: 1960’S 
AMERICA” 
Dr. Michael Ward    |    M 1600-1845    |    SH288 

This reading course will explore the often tumultuous decade of change in American history—the 
1960s.  Through a series of readings, we will investigate a range of topics that cover technological 
advancements during the Cold War, the Vietnam War, the major social movements, including those 
centered on civil rights, women’s and gay rights, Free Speech, student activism and protests, the 
emergence of ethnic activism, including the American Indian and Chicano movements, the counter-
cultural psychedelic “Hippie” movement, and others as well.  By examining the socio-political divisions 
within the nation that were rooted in the previous decade and social forces that influenced the 
evolution of the nation’s identities and political strategies in the decade that followed the 1960s, we 
can gain important perspectives on how these developments continue to influence our world in the 
twenty-first century.  Students will be required to write papers on the readings that address each 
author’s thesis, the significance of each book’s content and its conclusions, actively participate in class 
discussions centered on the readings, and produce a historiographic essay on a specific topic from the 
time period from the mid-to-late 1950s through the early 1970s. 
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HIST 498C (3822) TUTORIAL IN HIST: “REINVENTING THE HISTORICAL NARRATIVE – GRAPHIC 
HISTORIES, AUDIO HISTORIES”   
Dr. Richard Horowitz    |    T 1900-2145    |    HYBRID: SH279 / ONLINE 

Reexamine historical narratives and their relationship to other kinds of narrative storytelling such as 
the novel, memoir, and oral history. Consider how historians have experimented with new kinds of 
narrative form. Analyze how the historical narrative has found its way into new forms of expression: 
comics (aka “graphic history”), zines, graphic digital formats and podcasts.  Create your own innovative 
historical narrative. 

Readings will focus on the 19th and 20th century world history, with an emphasis on Asia. 


